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THE ACR
A SEMI-MONT~HLY

PUBLICATION

Vol VII.

FRI-DAY,

r,1. S. S. M. SUCCEEDS DR. COOLBAUGH

WITH FIRST PLAY

OLITAN

BY THE' n:ONTANA STAT.E SCHOOL OF MINES
DECEMPEf{, 21,1928

~lontana Societ~of ,
at Butte High Engineers Meets a
Montana Mines

Stefansson Lectures

VISITS MINES

?

.

The School of Mines scored a big
Among the events which took place in
triumph with its first dramatic venture.
At eleven o'clock on Nov. 15 a general November was the very interesting lee"The Admirable Crichton," which was assembly was called to give the students ture delivered by Vilhjalmur Stefansson in
presented last Saturday in the High an opportunity to hear Dr. ·F .. M. Ooolthe Butte High School Auditorium. StefThe Montana socieWof Engineers beld
€chool Auditorium, with Mrs. Converse baugh speak. Dr. Coolbaugh is president ansson is a noted arctic explorer who .not their meeting in the 'Metallul'gy buHdlng
as director. It is to be hoped that this of the Colorado School of Mines. He was only is an able explorer but is also an in- of the Montana state School of Mines.
may become a precedent in the school.
introduced by- President Thomson, who teresting speaker. His lecture was secured Mr. L. V. Bender, chalrmitn, introdUced
The play was one of J. M. Barrie's very is an alumnus of Colorado.
through the State University and all pro- the speakers of the evcmlng, and their
well-known ones, with a subtle humor
Dr. Coolbaugh spoke at length upon fits, if any, were to be given to the A. S. I respective topics as follow&:
that it is very entertaining. It was rather that ancient and time worn theme, "the S. M. to be used in reducing the athletic
Mr. Arthur Linfortb on the- USe and
difficult to produce, and Mrs. Converse value of early training." There are' none debt.
construction of Engin~ring Models and
,aimed high when she chose it.
of us who realize what an immense value
Promptly at eight o'clock President Mr. E. S. Perry on the Geology of the
It went off, as all who saw the pro- lies in the impressions that are formed 'I'hornson
introduced the speaker and he Morrison Cavern near Whitehall, Mont.
duction will testify, with a smoothness in the famed plastic age. Of our entire stepped off the stage. For the' next three
Mr. Linforth, the first speaker of the
that bespeake excellent direction. From enrollment, none of us realize just why hours the rather small' audience was ta- evenmg gave a detailed acCOunt 61 biB
8: 15 (yes, the curtain rose on scheduled we are here; at least that is what Or. ken to the heart of the arctic by Mr. own and assoeiates' expe:t:de?cesin the
time!) when the Junior High School Coolbaugh believes. We don't know what Stefansson. He made clear the fact that making of models for engineering purposchorus of 54 appeared, to Crichton's "No, the student body at the Colorado School things north of the arctic circle are not es. He elaborated upon the ingeniouS
my lady," at the very end, there was not of Mines is like, but if Dr. Coolbaugh's as our childhood school books .would have devices developed in m~~ h~ghlY aceara hitch.
ideas concerning college students in gen- us believe or as our forefathers have to.ld ate mod~ls.. One of eopeClalInterest ~s_
Tauno Hintalla and Jean Siderfin Corry eral are gathered from a study of his' us. He Iisted several things about Wh1Ch the application of the pantograph to sli
as the leads did remarkably well. Both own student body, then we can thank our we have long been under the wrong Im- cing out sheets of "gaged",modeling clay
have had experience in previous amateur stars that we are the M. S. S. M.
pression.
.for contoured surfaces in deve10PiI?-g
000plays, and both put their utmost into
The beautiful thing about our educa1st The arctic is not exceedingly cold. logic model surfaces direcUy-from topotheir parts, which were by no means tional system is that college training isn't
2nd There is plenty of animal life.
graphic maps. Thus, surfaces can be dleasy to portray.
Jake Brunner as the compulsory. Those that realize the value
3rd There is plenty of plant life.
rectly developed from small scale drawold gentleman With the fantastic ideas on of college training come to college; those
4th The North Pole is not'the most ings. Mr. Linforth's talk, while' espeCially
the subject of equality (fanta:;tic as jud- that don't, do not come. Many men real- inaccessible place in the arctic.
on .mlne, geologic and topographic models
ged by the standards of a typical Enlflish ize the value of training, but other re5th The arctic regions are a relatlve- their construction and uses; also includservant, at least), did equally well in his sponsibilities prevent their attending the 1:1small portion of the northern hemis- M discussions on machineand other types
very difficult part.
Leah Torrey and higher institutions of learning. Dr. Cool- phere.
His lecture was vividlyillustrated by nuPear! Hirsh as Lady ~1ary's sisters were baugh's address was particu:arly enco~'6th The arctic furnishes a shorter rnerous models of all descr1~)tions. Those
a.ll that could have been xpected ot those aging to these men. There IS no denying
route to the far East.
of especial intcrest were of local mines,
haughty, indolcnt young ladies. Tweeny, that many of our older students appre-,
7th The explorers should not be her- and regional geology. H!s account of
a.s portrayed by Margaret Helehan, drew clated his Ideas on training past twenty- , oes because they do not endure especial the choosing of "scales" and their rela.
more laughs from the audience than any five years of age. It Is a pleasant thing 'I hardships. In fact fuey enjoy the life of tions to turning out a symmetrical model
other character.
Her acting was indeed to know that you never learn anything
the far North.
was of great interest.
excellent. Linford Torrey was so much after thirty. It Is hard to teach an old
8th The white man can live on a meat
Va. E. S. Perry is head of the GeologlLord Brocklehurst that It wa.s difficult to dog new tricks. If Dr. Coolbaugh is right diet.
cal department of the Montana State
believe that he was acting. Howard El- in his views, there should be an imme9th Eskimos don't live in snow houses. School of Mines and his tIllk was on the
derkin and Don Cubbage dld the parts of diate ban placed upon professors going
lOth Eskimos don't eat fat.
geology of the Morrison Cl).veDistrict and
the clergyman and the budding humor- abroad to study. The fountains of knowStefansson described his first trip to also well illustrated by slides. By sketchIst extremely well. Bessie Ellis, who too~{ ledge at which they drink at that senile the arctic and the disillUSioning he under- es, he illitstrated the fomlation .of the
the part of Lady Brockelhurst on short age of thirty-five years produce no more went. He told of his later trips and how eastern caverns by leaching along joint·
notice Is to be congratulated
on her effect upon their mental facilities than he and all his party lived on a meat planes of masses of limestone between the
SPirit. Last but far from least is Ambrose the proverbial pouring of water upon a diet for months and months, noted doc- de,'p gorges of the regional drainage S15Shea who did many parts equally well- duck's back. After all, this prolonged tors notwithstanding.
tf'rr.. He contrasted the Morrisson Cay.
Tompsett and the Admiral.
period of infancy that psychologists tell
The latter part of the lecture was given ern with those of Kentuclq.
The stage hands, under the leadership us so much about, and that distinguish over to pictures of the arctic shown on
Morrisson cave is 'sltuatetl in the high
of Pat MaUock deserve much credit tor the human race from the lower tortru; .o! the sreeen.
The summer scenes were bluffs on the north side of Jefferson Rit.heir work, as also the wardr9be mistress- anJ~r-': ute is only a- dream~ green with grass and showed many flow- ver in the extreme south st corner of
es, Bessie Ellis and Margaret I!"':;j, and
It' may be true, l\oliners, that a man ers and birds, mosquitoes, caribou, and Jefferson County 43 miles ~ast of 'Butte
the electriCian, Monroe 1'""5&er.
never gets a new idea after he Is thirty. myriads of other life forms. The Eski- and one mile east of Lim~s~ur Station
but Faraday wasn't going to Oxford when mas lived in tents and more modem The entrance is about two tmrds way up
he discovered the ptinciple that was des- shacks. Then the winter scenes showed! the mountain side, about 1000 feet' above -
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STAnSTICS
ON
n
BUTIE'S
-rKtJU\1tl\\)\\.

tined to revolutionize the power industry. the ice and the snow but still some life
As for the co-eds, don't be discouraged. was apparent.
Cleopatra could stili wreck.Anthony's amThroughout the lecture Mr. Stefanccon
b}tions after Caesar's son started learning made the arctic decidedly clear. Above all
to make pictures of the birds of the Nile he was humorous and a very good story
£lat.er develQoed w.t4 the EItYtlti.an 1II'ri<:T.
ThOl!e who misse1i him ~ed
a
t\ng s'Y..w.m.) and Q.u~n E\.\7.abethcould rare treat and we can only hope we get a.
still make Sir Walter's heart throb after chance to hear him again.
her auburn hair was turnlng gray. There
Is a hope, you know.
The latter part of Dr. Coolbaugh's
gi
speech
was upon
the broader
scope of enneering.
It could
be appreciated
by

'l'en billion pounds of copper, two billion pounds of zinc, 350,000,000 ounces of
silver and 1,600,000 ounces of gold have
en the production to date from the few
square miles cOT.lprising the Intensely
neralized area ot Butte, A. C. M. Geol- all of us. He pointed out the increasing
o:;l.!:t Murl H. Gldel told an audience of demand in all industries for men trained
7 students and mining engineers at the in Engineering, apd widening field for
Montana state School of Mines recently. the engineer. It gave us a much greater
ThIs amount of metal, according to the
appreciation of the field that Dr. CoolJlll!tallurgical faculty of the School of baugh knows, than did his little disser. es, would do the follOwing things:
tation upon
the invincibility and supref
th
1. 11 the copper produced from the macy 0 you.
Butte area were drawn Into B. and S. No.
Whether they agreed with him or not,
10 wire, It would reach 2400 times around the students agreed in thinking Dr. Cooltbe earth or 126 times to the moon and baugh himself an interesting, kindly and
back.
l>ympa-thetic man.
2. The zinc, In the form of the same
S
wire, would reach 619 times around
MR. McQUAID LECTURES AT MINES
tbe earth or 32.5 times to the moon and

CUPID TAKES
I
THREE VICTIMS

the level of the river and is perhaps one
half mile back from the river.
The rugged ridges of this moun
region, commonly rise 1000 feet ab
drainage and occasionally 2~OOfe
utJIauds in placEs are of
t':f'
topography with broad areas un
tivation. The valleys of the larger
are characterized by flat bottolll&
are frequently bordered by aUu
races. Invariably the slopes are steep.
The topography
has reached
stage of
development
commonly
termeda yotthful.

.HEARD FROM DON
MITCHELL

IF I WERE A COED

If I were a Miner, I'd speak for myself..
If I were a co-ed I wouldn't make so I certainly would ~ot refrain from asking

Scranton, Penna., Dec. 9, 1928
Dear Whoozis:
Wht in the ell. Gwen sent me a copy
of the Acropolitan and what do I observe
but the artistic spoon of C. M. Harrer in
the editorial soup. First I would like to
say that the paper is better than I have
ever seen it but don't let that blow up
your ego because you will always
'f
dbe 'ta

much noise. Every time one of the co-eds
starts for class you can hear her over In
the ne.xt buili:Ung. And 1hi~ distl'&Cting.
to the miners who try to study once in a
while.
If I were a co-ed, I wO\!ldn't spend all
of my time In the girls' cloak room. 'I'd
be out in the hall trying to amuse the
miners. They need amusement often.
If I were a co-ed, I wouldn't publish

I

Mr. McQuaid lectured before the Mines'
3. Silver we of the .Mro.e cross-secstudent body on the measurement of temti
1area made at all the silver produced
peratures and the control of heat. His
in Batte would reach five and one-tenth
lecture was fully illustrated by a rema!ktimes aound the earth or extend about
able display of temperature measuring
half wayto the moon.
instruments and control apparatus. He
4. The gold wire would reach only
discussed the relative merits of the many
tbree-quarters of the way around the
types of thermometers with their methearth, but jf made into $5 gold pieces the
ods of manufacture and ageing. He then
resulting stack wol11dbe six and one-half deviated to bring in the vital factor of
miles high.
humidity and its relation to temperature.
llr. Gidel sketched the general geolo-, The discussion ran the scale of control in
gic history of the Butte area, beginning ordinary bread making to mine ventilation
with the pre-ClUIlbrian rocks, which he., factors.
The topics. of barometric presstated were probably some ?OO:OOO,OOO
sure, osmosis, and vegetable diets were
years old, follOwing the succ~1Ve de-I discussed also. Of especial value was Mr.
positions of strata until the time of their I McQuaid's. delightful hints on how to
in 'on by the Boulder batholith,
of handle scientific instruments to get good
whlch the granite area .about Butte rep- results.
.

I

resents a portion on the south-western
border.

Mr. Gidel next took up the system ot
ft
and illustrated by numerous diagrl1l1lS the intricacy of the faulting and
of Ihe vein pattern in the Butte area. He
explainedthe methods employed In locating underground displaced vein segments.
Mr. Glde!also discussed in considerable
detail the zonal area of mineralization in
the Buttehill, pointing out that the central COre of copper mineralization is surroUlldedby a zone of zinc mineralization
and that In turn by a border of manganese mineralization. Mr. Gidel also stressed the notable absence of oxidized copper minerals in Butte and stated that
this was to be explained by the large
j:l.mount
of pyrite in the veins whic}f
pxidatlonproceeds causes the formation
of a considerable amount of sulphuric
aQ~dby whichthe coppel"'in the out-crops
is dissolVed
and~carried to a lower horizon
there to be precipitated as secondary
chaIccciteand covellite.

Mr. McQuaid is. field .representative for
the Taylor Instrument Co., and a real
talker~h
what?

MR. BENDER SPEAKS AT THE l\fiNES

Mr. L. V. Bender is the charter grad of
Montana Mines. He graduated in 1903,
in a class of one. At present he Is general superintendent of the Anaconda Reduction Works, and chairman of the Montana Society of Engineers.
Mr. Bender was the third of prominent
loca.l engineers who have contributed of
their time and valuable experience to enlighten the ignorant college engineer in
the ways of current practice. This completed the third of a series of lectures
held under the auspIces
. - 0f th e, Mon tana
State School of Mines.
Mr. Bender's talk ]las quite general and
covered his own vatied experiences as
superintendent of one of the largest reduction warks in the world. His discussion of the laying and aging of converter
bottoms was especially Interesting. The
Wanted.
lecture ended with the asking of- numerous inquisitive questions by various facExpen toreadors with Spanish instincr.
to throwthe bull for the Acropolltan. In ulty members and two studen~, in which
other Wordswe want voluntary contri- the festering sore of th'e "Carson Patents"
was touched but touched only.
bUtors; college education unnecessary.

a'

a girl for a date because she seems "surrounded." Maybe she is just ~on~
-is waiting.nor a cil.Frlce-to I5reak away.
WOUldn't act insolent and as though I
didn't care for a girl if I really did. t
wouldn't resort to subterfuges to give her
a slam when you' have fallen out. I'd
either try to clear up the misunderstanding, or else I'd just be friends. There Is.
nothing gained from having a chip on

damphool and I know
th'dit even 1 you t on
g t . articles in the Acropolitan telling of the your shoulder.
I
Id 't think
t th wou n
10e
How are you,and
e new preSl en e - sumptuous feeds we have and feeling I If I were a letterman
-yo
ting
along?
"sony
for
the
miners.
I'd
see
to
it
~hat
I was too much bet er
an
anyone
e..,
.imentary beds differing in hardnesf,hint
I am right in the heart of the anthratl
11 t dl
' I'd wipe that look you have off my face,.
"Extra-paper
all about the big shoot- at a past history, and are suggestve of ~ite coal country here with a gallows ley were a
E.
uld 't ta t f
if I were you. If I had a good time at "a
ing!!
Extra-pa-per!!"
a pre-existing physiographic surfaee dif- frame in everybody's back yard just like Cl::S ~:=r;h:
~h:~o-e:; sI'drsta~~ party, or such, I'd say so.
We rush to the Window to buy a paper, ferent from the present surface. thOSe Butte except that the town IS about 250,f th
d I kin
I wouldn't judge all the Co-eds by some
anticipating a big thrilL And it comes. who have studied the geographic story 000 including polacks. The miners are alone and make one 0
e goob 00 dg of them. I'd give the rest a chance. If
....
t sou thward
wing all organized and have thmgs
.
Lo, Cupid, that inveterate and hardened t e11 0f an a"Clen
arranged mmers take me there. . (Query y a co-e a girl spoke to me, I'd say •Hello , I would _..
criminal, is the murderer, with the ~lood drainage emptying into the Snake'River so they can make their 10 dollars a day Who is he?)
n't just nod my head or give her a friel1 d
of his victims hardly dry on his arrows. System. They tell of .changes in t ele- by working 4 or 5 hours. About 2 0'If I were a co-ed, I wouldn't start for ly grin. Do both. If a Co-ed turns' you
And the victims? Well, well, and a cou- vation of the surface, of the the mn- clock in the afternoon you can see them home with the rest of them. I'd start down at a dance with the excuse that her
pIe of whoopees! The headlines scream, ing of stream valleys, of stream
trailing home blacker than Coalies hide alone and see to It that I wasn't alone program is filled, I'd give her another
"One killed and two thought fatally and of marked changes' in the co
for none of them change clothes or wash when I arrived there. Notice that the chance and not take it as though she
wounded in sensational fray!"
these ancient streams.
.
at the mine (probably afraid of catching ones who follow this policy always have were trying to ditch me. If I disapproved
ve Is cold.) I was down in a big mine the dates.
Don't get too excited. All boiled down,
The development of Morrisson
of a Co-ed, I WOUldn'tbroadcast my opin:'
it amounts to this: that the M. S. S. M. closely associated with this old toP'1'Bphy other day to look at some machines with
If I were a co-ed and wanted a date, ion. They could come back, but they.
is no safe place for any single man or and the change to a new and low. sur- the foreman. He kept t~lling me to watch I'd pick the one I wanted and vamp him don't. If the Co-eds ever started a truth
woman these days-that
is, for any out- face.
out for the trolleY,keep my head down, a little. He'll get dizzy and fall for the party, I pity some of the egotists that'
side the ranks of the stUdents. There
Geology.
don't stumble, etc., till I felt like explain- suggestion the first time you mention it. might attend.
If I were a" Miner, I
must be something romantic in the old
The cave is developed in Madison Ing to him that I had worked In places
If I were a co-ed, and winter came, I'd wouldn't think I was superior to the Coplace, after all-in spite of its extremely Limestone, that great limestone tol'ma- where they wouldn't let him push the car. discard the silks and get out the good old eds. They're here to stay, and there is
technical air.
tlon so conspiciOus and widespr;ct in I didn't tho b.ecause he was bigger' than red flannels. I don't see how they stand no reason why your attitude toward them
No sooner do we hear of Miss Hubbard's Western Montana. This same .forlUtion I was and his face had been cultivatect the cold weather (and none of them will should be any different than it was to
resignation than out pops the news of forms the high white cliffs of tl)e Galla- sever.al times with brass knuckles, pick explain it.)
your classmates in High School.
her marriage, which may have been tin canyon, five miles ea_st of Bozeman. handles, etc., until it looked like a relief
If I were a co-ed, I'd invite my favormeant to be kept a secret but which has It forms the high massive limestone cliffs map of the Rocky.Mountains.
ite miner up to the house on Sunday
woefully failed that purpose. Joking aside, west of Dru~ond.
It is common in the
I just ate lunch with a fellow who spent evening and try to teach him how to play
PERSISTENCE
Mrs. Evans has our sincere wishes' for neighborhood of Dillon and also near Gt. 4 years in Cerro de Pasco. He left there bridge. But I wouldn't entice him into
many years of happiness.
Falls. In the Kevin Sunburst .on Field 6 months ago and started work for this betting his favorite tie with me on a cinch
There Is. no fate or destiny _that can
And no sooner had we recovered from this linlestone serves as a reservoir for oiL company. He leaves this afternoon for bet and then make him go without it for
thwart the determined s.ou!. The "cruel
the effects of that than the little bird Eastward from Great Falls and Livingston New York and sails next week for the the rest of the evening.
fates" which a~e dogging the footsteps.
brings us word tha-t her successor, too, the Madison becomes deeply buried, but Paris office of this company. I told him
If I were a co-ed, I wouldn't wear my
has fallen victim to that extremely dan- it comes to the surface'again in the Black to drink a couple for me.
skirts so shol't and show my knees. The of so many people and baTl'lng their way:
are in themselves. Their lukewarmness,
gerous germ usually termed love. So soon Hills and Prior Mountain uplifts. Some . I may be coming thru Butte in a couple miners are always more Interested In what
their half-heartedness, their indiffe17ence,
Mr. Browne, so soon! And to top that: investigators have suggested that the or three months and if I do I will look they can't see.
their lack' of enthusiasm, of energy·, of
the newest faculty member, too, our very 'r Mammoth Hot Sp~gS of YeIl~wstone you up. Merry Xmas to you and write
If I were a co-ed, I wouldn't act so congrit, their fool streaks, their own~~hort-.
taIlest professor-need
we teIl you the Park derive their lime content durIng.the when you have time. Any letter sez:t to ceitpd. It's one thing that ma.kes the
comings of every sort--tliese are .the fat~s
name?
Ipassage of water through ·the MadIson the Co. office will be forwarded to me. miners mad. They are a democratic lot. that-are keeping them from their own.
Well, the only conclusion at which we Limestone which is believed to be present
Here's looking at you.
To complain of your fate, of being kept.
are able to arrive after 'ponderlng on I at depth in that locality.
-DON.
down by hard luck, is to hold yourself
these pieces of news is that the Mines
The Madis?n ~imestone is of Mississiup to ridicule.
Instead of sympahtiz'RITHMETIC
must truly exert some matrimonial influ- plan age, whIch 1Sthe same age as thOi!le •• ".......
' ..
ing, people will laugh at· you and -know
ence. No professor seems to be able to formations containing Mammoth cave in I
that you are trying to hide ·1our. weaj{-';
stay in the state of si~gle blessedness lon- Kentucky, Lurae Cavern in Virginia, WyWc grieve to tliink what has beness, your lack of selfreHance., NQ onE!:
ger than three months after he comes andote Cave in Indiana, and the Carlscome of the Anderson-Carlisle SoHe had been teaching 'rithmetlc
wtll
take any stock in you while' you talk.
here!
bad Cavern in New Mexico. Paleograciety.· Sponsor of those deJ..ightful
He said, it was his mission,
phers tell us that during the Mi ssipsuch nonsense.
.. _~ ; _banquets 'at which the elite of the
He kissed her once then twice real quick,
Your environment cannot .defeat yo,!r':
ian time-one of the closing periOds to
student body listened to talks of
And said,
THE DANCING CLUB DANCE
the Paleozaic Era-an extensive sea was
ambition. Nothing c~n defeat YGU or'·:r0J;i:
"men who know," it has become as
"Now that's addition."
contiii.uous from the east central United
you of success but yo.ursel!. . No c~ndl-;
active as the dodo. Is it 'that the
And he added smack by smaCk,
tions, however ·inhospitable, can- swamp ..
As a greeting to the happy vacation states
westward into the Nevada and
lecture s$ies has di!lplaced it? We
In silent satisfaction,
ahead, the Dancing Cltib of the Montana' Northward into _Canada. This m!ldltetyou, or thwart your lif~ aim-if you hav~::
. dislike that idea. The society gave
She sweetly.gave his kisses back
a life aim.' Your own weakness only can
State School of Mines staged the first of ranean sea was .characterized by deposits
more than a few ideas from dinner
And saiddo that--your lack of determinatio~,:-your'
its entertainments for the students, fa- of limestone, which during later periods
speakers. It furnished the means
"Now that's SUbtraction."
lack of energy, your lack .of backbone,:
culty a.nd friends Wednesday evening, was unusuaIly susceptible to solutiqn, beto students to train thcmselves in
your lack .of confidence
yourself. No· ,
November 28th, in Engineering halt cause of .its·purity, by underground water
the behavior at dinners and similar
thing
in
the
world
can
make
you '11. .non-·
Everybody gave devout thallks while en-. One _of the most unusual features 'Of tl'le
And
he
kissed
her
functions.
Because of it, many
entity;
no
chance,
no
conditions,
no _enjoying themselves to the utmost to the Morrisson cave is.its develop~ent in deepAnd
she
kissed
him
students (and alumni) now know
vironment, .nothing but yourself ca?· ~.
merry strains of Mo~re's All Stars.
ly dipping strata whereby it differ$ from
Without an explanation,
which fork to pick up first. It
. that. You can be a nobody if you w!l1,
The attendance was not very large, due all other noted caverns of Anlerica. The
makcs us think of the quip we once
Then both together smiled
or a somebody if you will; it is right up
_to the fact that many out-of-town stu- strata near limespur ,dip westward ~t an-I
laughed .at: that dancing .wall a
And saidto you. You can make a success of your
dents had left for home and the usual gles from. 30 to 45 degrees. Not only
compulsory subject at West Point.
"That's multiplication."
life, you can send influence down. th~:
Then Dad appeared upon the scene
preparations for a gala Thanksgiving had this, but the body of: Madison lirJ'estone ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ages, or you can go to yourJ'grave a use-.
kept others away. The faculty chaper- in which the cavern is developed is a .raAnd m~de a quick deciSion,
less nobody, without ever having _mad::a.
oned as usual, and it is hoped that th~ ther narrow block' on.e and a' hai miles
He kicked the teacher down the hall
NOTICE-Outside
Readers.
ripple in the current of the life 01 your
club will be hosts. to such another delightAnd yelled,
Wh~t do you thin.k of thla paper?
ful affair in the near future.
day.
"That's long division."
(Continued on Page 4.)
Dirty- cracks will be repaid by lame.
The gently roiling surface of tile uplands, which truncate steeply dippt". sed-
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FRIDAY,DECEMBER21,1928

ACROPOLITAN

"How would my posttion change if this
demand
that you. be a mining" engineer,
geologist
or metSwingbroke?"
He gazedup at the chains
.adlurgist ; it .does not dictate what ~ou shall do, but it does
that held the Swing and prayed for a
ED ITORIAL
STAFF
. require that you be a master in whatever you undertake.
, If Using Judgment in Criticizing Others. A notice posted on the bulletin board break. The talk ranged from boy friends
Clarence
M. Harrer..
Editor-in-Chief
you are a master in your line the world will applaud
you
This subject has brought itself to my stated that "Allcriticismsof the Acropoli- to football to themselves and from base
Patricia
Alsop
Assistant- Editor
and all doors will flyopen to y?u .. !3ut jt condemns
cruelly attention recently because a great nu'mbel' tan would be gratefully received by the ball to profs to themselves,it invariably
came back to the one topic of interest to
of statements and complaints have been Editor."
Louis N uckols
Columnist
all botches, abortions, and f ailures.:
them. She said: Oh, darling, wouldn't it
coming
my
way
concernmg certain proOf
course,
we
can
understand-how
you
Naomi G. Sterheim, Margaret
Helehan
Feature Writers
In the great race of life;·"common
sense!' has the right of
fessors and their methods of teaching or feel about signing your name to these be nice if"- but what she intended to say
Mary M. Lowney
,
Society way. Wealth,
~ diploma,
a pedigree,
taUl~t,genius
without
m~~IY of their personalities. I ha,:e criticisms, so that the ,first one we re- will never be known, cause"just then his
Thomas
Finley McBr ide
Athletics
tact or common sense cut but smallfigure.
The incapables
noticed that most of these protests and li- ceived was anonymous. That <part was side of the swing broke' and she landed
belous exclamations are most frequently perfectly all right, and you can continue on his neck: Instead "of being a lady
Joseph Roy
:.. Sen~or Reporter
and the impracticables,
rhough loaded down with diplomas
spoken
by those who dislike the subjects to hand them in that way if you wish, and getting herself removed immediately
M?nroe
Foste.r
J unior Reporter and degces, are Left behind. Not what do you know', or who which these
professorsteach. It follows, but-! We ask for criticisms. Censure she sat there and howled, saying, "What
EI ~za beth . B nn t on
.
b.ut what
.
do0 IS
i t h e mterrpganon
" <
.
,'S op 'h omore . Reporter
<
are you,
at can you
of t h' IS age. consequently,that if a student does not should not be given unless the per-sonwho is my position now?"
Chfton Gilbert..
:
Freshman
Reporter;
< As looe is the only excuse.for man·iage,(J.nd the only thing like a subject he, being human, is prone is speaking knows -what he is talking < The poor Mines F'reshre with a hea
that wouldhave made Mac delirioustwith
Clara May Roat .. :
:
Co-ed Reporter
will carry one safelv though the trouble,s- and vexations of to take itout, on the teacher. When the about.
tru~h of that is' recognized:it must be The letter we received censured the joy, excavated her frame upon the floor
BUSINESS
STAFF'
married' life) ·solov; for an occupation 'or profession is' the seen also that it isn't fair to' any per.son,writeup of the <Mines play which was of the porch, dusted himself off, and
Harold
J ohns ·
_
·
Business Manager(Jl1iy
thing whic.h will carry one .sa/elya.nd surely through( to be condemnedand hot-beddedjust .be- given the. l"5thof Decemper. It contained strode down the, street, while she sat on
Bess Wallace
Assistant Business Manager
the troubles sohicli overwhelm
nzn_<ety-fie (jut of euery one cause the subject he happens to teach a statement that 'the person who wrote the floor and laughed.
to the student. Further- the article about the play was either very "The Reason Why" never came back
Florentine
Eno
:
Circulation
Manager
hun dr ed 'who ,choose the life of an engineer) 01' in every doesn't<appeal
more, it isn't good form to let the whole dumb or unobservant or doesn't under- to her, and now she hates men. (That is
other career.
schoolknowconstantlythat youdon't like stand plays or how to interpret 'a ·play'. she claims she hates men, but I wonder?)
this or that professor when'there aren't It went on to say that 'no one here is able
A famous Englishman
said to a ne~r relative,
"Don't
choose medicine, for we have never had a murderer
in our any <reasonablegrounds for prejudice. to criticize Barrie's works to the extent
<EverYone
is liable to fits of dislike for of making possiblechanges.' Our advice
THE
ETERNAL
TCRMOIL
OF GETTING
family aild the chances are that in you ignorance
you may things and people,but one might as well to the anonymous author is to read the Mr. Gldel, class of 1912 spoke b~ore
SQUARED
AROUND
Idll a patient;
as to the law, no prudent man is willing
to, be man enough to keep ~t to himself in- article over again. Maybe our eye sight Mines students on a subject.in which he'
risk his life, or his fortune
to a young lawyer, who has not stead of whiningabout it to everyone. If is not very good,but we can see no sug- proved himself well versed; !Jle geology
of the Butte district. This subject was
only no experience,
but is~gen€ral1y
too conceited
to know you have a grudge on a teacher, keep in gested changes.
mind that' he may be far different, once : Mr. Barrie himself would tell you that an extremely hard one to fully cover in
"Round an'd round the telegraph
pole, the monkey chased
the risks he incurs for his client who alone is the loser; there- you know him, from what he appears. unless an actor lL.'1derstandstoe author's the short time he had to speak. but let
the weasel.
Your talent is your "call".
Your true destiny
,fore" I advise you by all means to enter the church,
as the P~iblY he is 'putting his whole soul into mood and sees his viewpoint,it is useless it be said ~ Mr. ~idel's cr~t. .lIe did a
speaks in your character.
If you have discovered
your place
his work and earnestly str~ves to make- for him to Wldertakeacting a part. The very good Job of It. The first part of
mistake's cannot be dearly determined
in this<world."
in this world, your occupation
has the consent of every fibre
his classes the best that can be attain ea. ! person who wrote that article has a pro-. the lecture was introductory and covered
of your being.
.
A teacher w~o takes extra time of his minent part if! the play and, .according : the general geol~ and rocks of this part
"Brutes find out where th~ir talents lie;
own to help those who need help, and. to Mrs. Converse,her interpretation of of the state. With that as a backgroWld
If possible, choose that occupation
which focuses the larA bear will not attempt
to fly
tho~ewho, I'm afraid, aren't very appre-I the character is superb.<It is obviousthe the zonal. Sys~. of ~eral de~tio!l
gest amount of your experience
and tastes.
You will then
A foundered
horse will ott deoate
clatlve,doesn't appear to be any slougher person knew what she was talking about. was ~XP!ained,WIthespecial emphaslSon
not only have a ,congenial vocation, but you will also utilize
on the job. On the contrary he is doing The critic also states 'Please be very how It occurs m Butte. Then the faultBefore he tries a five barred ga~e.
largely your skill and business knowledge,
which is' your
what
he doesn't need to do and only for particu1a~about who you have do these ing o~the district.was cla!;sifiedand fully
iA dog by instinct turns aside I
the ~tudents' benefit. Perhaps offenders things." if the critic wislies a little per- described. Mr. Gidel used maps and diatr:ue capital.
follow
your bent; your natural, inclinations.
vVho sees the ditch too deep and wide.
referred to will be wise enough and just sonal history (aIhough we believe he grams extensivelyin illustrating his points
You cannot long fight-. long exist successfully
against your
;But Man we find the only creature
enough to think before they make hasty knows her very well) about the staff and kept the crowd laughing with bumoraspi,rations.
,Parents,
teachers,
friends,
environme'nt
and
remarks and realize the need for complete member who wrote the article, we will, ous anecdotes from his own experience.
"Tho,
led by folly, combats nature;
misfortune
!pay stifle, yes, suppress the longings of the heart
understanding between pupil and teacher for his benefit, say that for a year she He had statu;tics to show that Butte is
"Vho, when she loudly cries-E'obear
I
for the sake of progress.
I wrote and criticized plays for a leading and has been in the past the most iro.,. ,.like a convertor
the inner fire will burst thru the crusts
With obstinacy fixes there;
Butte newspaper. Wefeel very fortunate po~nt copper ProdU. emg d1Btrict In the
which ,confine it and will belch forth the smoke and flame
And where his genius least inclines,
in
being able to obtain her services for world. For instance the copper produced
of its pent up genius in some favorite industry
or art. BeOPPORTUNITY
our staff.
. in Butte alone If made into penn1eswoukl
Absurdly bends his whole designs."
ware'of a "talent" which you cannot hope to practice to per1
The only conclusionwe can come to is be some unconceivableamount lLte 2.28
-Swift.
fection.
"N atur.e, the big boss", hates all sloppy, half heartOpportunity is not the chances we have that the critic musunderstoodthe whole times 10 to the ninth power. It these
offered to us, It is rather those chances article. So far as personal remarks are pennJes were counted by the rwd ts 01
"... ed, half finished work, and will pronounce the curse of
we are able to take advantage of.' Each concerned,in writing a review ot a play, the City ot Butte it is estimated that eaCh
"failure"
upon it.
thing in our day's travel that gives us It Is absolutelynecessary to make per- person would be pretty busy counting tor
TO
OUR
AUGUST
SENIORS
Better to be the Napoleon
of muckers or the Alexander
self-expression Is a golden opportunity sonal remarks about the characters. If the next thousand years.
of repair men rather than a shallow-brained
engineer who
and a stepping stone to achievement. The anyone attempted t.o criticize the play, it Anything can of course be shown by
Some time ago lVl r. J. O. EI too, manager
of the In ter-, little things that we pass by, unheeding certainly wouldnot be on the front page statistics. We enjoyed Mr. GldeI'6 leclike necessity knows naught of laws.
national Smelting Company,
spoke at a dinner gi en by the the!r glints of wisdom,are the things that of the schoolnewspaper,before the pIny ture very much and hope the .others CODHalf of the world at least seems to have found uncongen.
f U h
H' make up our Vear of Life.
is given. Criticismof the play may be Itinue as well.
ial employment
and occupation,'
as tho the human race had d epartment
h·
0 f metallurgy
0
ta.
IS
. at t e lllversity
Each year f~ds us lamenting these <given in an English class but not before
--------:been shaken up together and exchanged
places in the opera- talk was "straight from the shoulder"
and singularly
appealwasted moments and making resolutions the play has been presented.
NITED
BR
. tlon. A good mucker is selling baby blue ribbon, a natural
ing.
He sketched in detail his own personal
experience,
intended to guard against making similar "Please be careful about any pel'l!Onal
teacher is a shift <boss; goad farmers
are murdering
law, whic'h included
a complete
miniog and ~melting
record;
blunders in the NewYear.
remarks"'wasthe closing sen nce of the
laborer
to ,mil,le superintendent;
from
Opportunity is not ushered In with the' note. The t! fe<>lsthat the play was I The United Sta es Civil
ce
mwhile Websters and Choates are running down farms. Each from underground
New Year or evictedwith the paSSingOf! written very well, but if some I)u';:din: Jn1s.sionannounces the fO~wf.D" open
'are tortured
by the consciousness
of unfilled destiny.
Hun- laying rail at a smelting
p.lant t acting as smelter
plant the Old Year.Opportunityis offeredevery GeorgeBernard Shaw attends the Mines, com\kW•.'Je examlnatlon.s:
dreds 'are chafing
under unnatural
loads in college, WtlO manager.
At the conclusion
of
e talk he distributed
a waking moment or our lives, We must I he Shouldnot 'waste his sweetnesson the
(at
• $3.,2
should be before the mast, in our mills, our smelters,
our "List of Questions A Young Engin er Shrould Ask Himself
be at attention at its approach. It does I desert air'. There Is plenty of room in
Their not l1eIn walt for us.
the lefthandcorneroCpagetwo for more
mines. <Artists are spreading
"daubs" on canvas who should From Time to Time When Consi ering His Job."
Bemoaning our lossesunllts us for ac- names, and perhaps the aUditionof the
be behinq a cement gun, shooting a powder house, or white- remarkable
h
d
1
d
compJeteness
and valu can ar y be expresse
. tion. Our losses mount higher as we crltlc's Dame would benefit the whole Service mm OD a~ W h
.
w.ilshing board, fences and painting barns.
B~hind counters
They follow:
m~ur~ f~r,Pa;!t.IM~takes. Condemnnot, paper,
C.. not Iat r than J uary 9.
<stand clerks who hate a yardstick.
In engineering
offices
1. Am I getting enough
and especialy condemn not ourselveslor
(The pen;on who wrote the story on
Tbe enmlnaUo are to lUI
and t~chnical s-drools :lIre men who despise mathematics'
and
"~~~"-"*",,,tr'
d .... wha'" I ~C1'}->calJed things 'done by th Hand that neither play read th anonymousnote and Jaugll-' in the Bureau or Standllrda and BIl
r
2. Can I retainmyse1f-..
v
a
hear6no;:6;;G;ca,';j,tlontr01. Tfmewas d eD."6 .".1di·ptOOUl'lle,Wh
'
nt otMJn .~ent'OCeo_
•
,',' ',.ineglect:their
daily tasks to dream of other occupations.
A
upon to do?
in moanllig -and condemnation is time criticism but the poor sap who wrote that under the Na tonal AdvtsolY
IJJ
"boy who is always making something with tools is "railroad3.Am I making use of the technical1 information
it took st6li!h"from 1;he EpOCh
of Lite.
doesn't know how to interpret what he,lor Aeronautics, tlDd In posfti.oD$reqUlr. "ed'\ thru the University
and staHed on the road to inferiorThe passing moment is freighted with does read, and It I were he Instead ot( ing similar qualifications In other branchfour years to gain in college? .
the fruits of our best labor. Observe it spending my time criticiZing articles. I es of the service.
i ty in one of the three honorable
professions.
4,
Am
I
getting'
experience
that
will
be
helpful
later?
and
realize that the theft of time is what would learn t.o write correct English. His The entrance sa\artet!<rOl' lbese poe'! ons
How fortunate
that-"The1'e)s
a divinity that shapes Our
5.
Am
I
building
up
a
worthwhile
~cquaintance?
makes
us poor in mind, poor in oppor- criticism shows he has not learned that in the Departmental Serv!ce, WashIngends) RJo<ubh-lhew them how we will."
A man's calling, if
r
tunity, and poor in friends and pllr8e. the word iwho' can be used in different ton, D. C., are as indIcated above. After
'.he fits it and lives it, does more to make him than anything
6. Am I doing a class of work I .like?
Today is the seed time and the harvest. cases.")
the probational period required by
, ·else .. It, hardens his muscles, quickens his blood, strengthens
7. -Do I believe that there is a reaI'future
in my work? TODAY is the master of time and the
clvtl-serviceactandrulesadvancelllentJ,
his body,sh.arpens
his mind, wakes up his inventive genius,
A
pay will depend upon individual ef1iclenC1
8. <Am I wo rking for a ~oncern wi th which I . am proud slaveof humaplty, if it is so willedby us.
Ll\
increased usefulness, and the occuran
correc'ts his judgment,
matures it, puts his wits to work, arto be associated?'
of vacancIesin blgher positions. For ap
< ouseshis'ampitions,
starts him on the race of life, makes him
NEW STUDENT NEWS
SERVICE
9. Do I fee! that I am working wit my boss instead of
'
pointment to the fIeld 01 sen1ce the aaJ
.. ,1:liee1 t~at he is a man must fill a man's place, bear a man's
'm?
aries Will be approximately the~ .
for hl
Toward
Pan-American
Understanding.
The optional subjects are (1) h
.part in life and show himself a man in part.
A man without
NewYork,
N. Y. (by New Student 6er(2) electriCity.(3) mecbanlcs,(4) opti
10. Does the policy of the company make me feel that if
employment
is not a man, but a bum, and a "bum" bum at
vice).-A student of Latin American his- She had often seen him going to aDd .(5) radio, (6) physIcal metallurgy, (
I put over my job I will get the recognition
I de· tory remarked last summer that the day from school. He used to walk past her thermodynamlcsand aerodYnamlcs,
.that. Two hundred
pounds of muscle, bone and fat do not
serve?
it not far off when young North Ameri- with the cutest smile in his eye (he only (8) any specjaJjzecjworkin the field
> inl.ake
'a man. , A sound head crammed
full of brains does- .
ca will have the opportunity to study a had one) and a very friendly expression physicsnot IncludedIn any of the abo
<"not make a man. The bone and musCle and bra'in must know
II. Am I in the right department?
h'gh schoolcourse in "United States His- on his Romeo-l1keface. She wanted very Competitorswill not be requIred to r
<'how to do a man's work, think a man's thoughts,
mark out
12, Is it the policy of the company to develop its own ex- tory" conceivedin terms of the total in- much to meet him but wouldnot let him port for examination at any place. b
il man's
path and bear a man's weight of character
and duty
fluences and results o! the general mi- know It. Things could not go on like will be rated on tbeir education and e:Jo
ecutives?
grations of the western nations In the this Indefinitelyso It was just a natural perlence,and publlcations,reports, or th
be.fore they constitute
a man.
wake of Columbus.
consequence that they should meet.
sis to be tiled by the appl1cant..
~" ,HGo-alt-it-iveness" is the first requisite of success. "8tickIf a majority
of the above questions are answered
III the
Certainly
we
are
beginning
to
discover
It wasat the Leap Year Dancelast FebPull Informationmay be obtained fr
;to-it-iveness" is the second.
Under
ordinary
circumstanaffirmative,
the following
questions may1be asked:
that htere Is a rich and significant his- ruary. Her escort was an Idaho boy.She the UnJtedStates Civil S rvice Conun1at
'ces, and with practical
common horse sense to guide him,
1. Am I doing my best to earn my pay?
tory and an important I1terature below thought this pal'tlcular boy would be a lon, Washington,D. C., or trom the 8
Texas,
as well as bananas and 011 and keen brother, and she told him so, She ret.aryof the Unlted states Olvil Serv
one who has these qualities will not fail.
2. Am I becoming
more efficient as time goes on?
rubber. And whlle Mr, Hoover set out never has beena.bleto understandwhyhe Board of Examiners at tbe post ortlce
' Don't wait for a higher position or a larger salary.
Enin his battleship to strengthen commer- was insulted, What strange motive Im- customhousein any olty,
large the position you a~ready occupy, put originality
of
3. Am I trying to fit myself for the next higher job?
cial relations the historians of several pelled her to lookaround beforeshe gave
method into it. Fill it as it was never fille<d before. Be more
4. Am I helping the new.beginner?
collegesare making possiblea more en- her final dance away, just to see Him
during friendship through understanding, watching her very absorbedly. She im- This little paper, the Acropol1tan,
prompt,
more energetic,
more thorouglh,
more polite than
5. Am I fitting in to the organization,
being cheerful
Last year the Duke UniversityPress pub- mediately found the girl who had taken probably a more widespread circulatl"
,',' your, predecessor.
Study your profession,
devise new modes
and congenial?
lished the first of a series of monographs him, and traded the remaining dance. than any other similar school paper •
.' of operation,
be able to give your employers
points.
The art
6. Am I doing my duty as a citizen as well as an em- on Spanish American history and this The time cam.eto dance and they thot the United States. It ha~ been the po
",lies. not in' giving satisfaction
merely, not in simply filling
ployee?
.
year an even more Important contribu- they were in heaven, The dance ended since its founding to send a copy of
tlon
Is being undertaken by the Univer- too soon, but they knew th~ orchestra issue to every alumnus. South Ameri
, yo~~' place but in doing better than was expected,
in sur·
,7. Am I avoiding
harmful
association?
sity of North Carolina .Press. An Inter- leader, and induced Jan to piay encore China, Australia, Africa, Poland, e
,P:lr(Slllg "dyourl employler;
and the reward
will be a better
8. Am I thrifty', that is, am I savini! if only a little bit? American'Historical series is being plan- after encore,other partners, not quite so these copies find their way carrying to
p ace an a arger sa afy.
.
9'
.
ned, which will consist of fifty vOluzhesaptly mated, kickecrand the dance was M. S. S" M. engineers in responsible p0< When suddenly "canned",
or out of work, and broke, try
9. Am I improving
myself in my spare time?
sitions all over the globe a contact witll
of histories of the Spanish-American called to a close.
to take. the _first resp~ctable
job that offers itself, heeding
-10. Are my ...recreations
healthful
and harmless?
COWl
tries. The histories will be those . It was strange but they happened to the old school. And with you, Mr. Aigenerallyusedin Spanish-Americancoun- meet v~ry often aftet that, It is one of vertiser, may be a feeling that you are
.notrhe' disproportion
between your faculties
and your task.
11. Do I believe in my future?
tries. There will also be an atlas of His- her fondest memories to s~e him come adverQsingonly to a group of stud~nII.
If you put: your manhood
into your toil, you win soon em12. Am'I worthy of the confidence
of my employers?
panic-Americanhistory.
flying down Park Street and for them to but your advertisement is carried out all
'erge from the muck and be given something
better.
I
13. Am ,I conducting
myself so that my fellow employDecember 1, 1928. meet, exchange a shy greeting, and pass over the world<tothose who have memon. She met him one day and he stopped ories of M:inesand who hold a good feelThis que'stion ,of a ri<ght aim in 1if~ has become exceedingees are proud to have me for an associate?
Why Jake Can't Keep a Job.
her. She proudly informed'him that she ing f9r those who help make our little
. IYd~fefI:lexling Ib'nlour cOffilplicated mechanical
age. It is not'
14. .Am I loya.l' .to the.,"'hand thaat feeds me"?
<"Why
did
you
fire
Brunner?"
had
the next day-all of it-off, and he publication possible.
a 1 lEU t po em to so ve when one is the seventh son of a
"Because:' replied the foreman,<"Ihad made-a date with her.
-son~of-a-gun,
or the daughter
of an arab sheik. Their (on15. Am I a booster for my company?
some words with him six months ago; About two o'clock on the ensuing day,
A HINT
<dition ha~dly admits of but ohe choice; but as we rise high'\"'hat a pity that such. men as Mr. Elton are a rarity.
1£ and he called me a 'whang 0' kebbuck:'" they were.sitting very demUrelyon her
porch' swing, when <hesaid, "Come, sit, I eat my peas with honey .
~, er. alld. higiher in the scale of civilization,
and creep nearer .every. technic~l school could be fortunate
enough to have a "But, man, six months ago!"
"I know,but it was only yesterdaythat over here; it's cold." She replying made I , I have done it aU ~y life; , ,
. to the great centers of activity, the difficulty
of a correct de- few Mr. Eltons to take an interest in ~he coming generation
I discoveredthat· a 'whang.0' kebbuck'<answer, "No, I'm very comfortable." He 1 They do taste kind of funny,"
. "< cision~ increases with its importance .. In proportion
as one of engineers,- ~ remarkable
fraternjty
ana fellow.ship woulQ is the <Scotchfor a 'piece of cheese.'''
said~."~'don"t-':ike your ?osi,tion." She: But it keeps them on the' knife.
'nard pressed in competition
it is qfthe
sternest necessity
be dev.eloped
among techniqal
men; tpe green grad,uate
for him to choose the right aim, so as to be able to throw the would feel less 'of an outcast and would tenter the engineer.,:
whole of his energies and enthusiasms
into the struggle for ing world primed for a "raring start" or at least with suffi- llllllllllllllllilllllillllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllilillUlIlllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllWlIIlIlIIlIIlII1II111111111111111111111111111111111
success.
The dissipation
of strength
and hope is fatal to cient bull-dog tenacity to wade the first few years of heart- ==
pr~sperity
even in the most attractive
field.
breaking discouragement
and discontent,
when theory clash..:·Gladstone
says there is a limit to the work that can be got ed wi~h the old hard facts of "dollar and cents," and the rank
§§
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out of a human b.ody or a human brain and he is a wise man
. ,< who wastes'no energy on pursuits 'for which he ,is not fitted.
Not money, notoriety, nor even fa.me; but "power"
is what
-_YQu,waIN. Man'hQod is greater than wealth, grander
than
fame,< character
is greater
thah. a.ny c'aieer.
Each faculty
must be educated,
and any dehClency
in its training
will.
<""appear glaringly
in whatever
you do. The world does not
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becomes gradually
tempered
and brought
to con<.
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form to business standards.
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'/ How wild and erratic must seem the! old grad's earliest
u.am·~<.::g'
d,reams before the take-off.
How he must smile at tempes"
tuous youth.
Alas! Why shouldhe
forget his green days?
Why .should he not give the .senior a kiick up instead of a _
< '<
stomp downwards?
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that the famous Greentree_is ~gain among;
those present. He will be bapk to school
next year.

It is rumored that Art Johnson' writes
At tha~ some of-the-co-eds do not seem
all of his love letters with Invistble ink, to be at aloss for dates. Clara and Mary,
so that he won't blush when he sees what for instance, recognize the fact that leap
he has written.
year will soon be spent. Now all the rest~f the .co-eds should'· take the 'hint and
Mrs. Johnny. Blixt was in town on I_leatthem to it-do~:t"let- another marksThursday, Friday, Saturday and ~un<tay man bring down tie bil;d you're ai~ing
of Thanksgiving week; as a result no for.
school was held on those days.

..

It was during one of my periodic visits
to the plants on the Anaconda Hill that
I foun_dmyself in the engine room of the
Leonard mine, just at the moment when
every part of the huge hoisting engine
was. at a complete stand-still.
Even the
engineer had taken advantage of the ternporary lull and was reclinini in hls tmprovised chair to snatch a moment's reIaxation from his arduous duties. An
omntous silence reigned in the room, So
s~ill was It that one could have heard
the drop of the proverbial pin, had such
a thing been handy to let fall.

What I did hear, however, was far more
subtle, fal' more interesting and amusing.
It seemed as though by reaching a dead
'stop, every element of the wonderful engines had come to life, as it were, and had
become obsessed by that human foible
01 seeing its own contribution to a common task in· an absurdly exaggerated
light.
Presently there penetrated to where I
stood, the sounds of a plaintive voice that
gained in volume as it reached the climax
of its tirade.
"Oh, how weary I am"
it- whined, "of this ceaseless travel, up
and down, hundreds of times a day, with'
never a rest, save a few seconds now and
then at long intervals. T'is only on occaslons like the present that I find part
ot myself coiled up on your broad back,
long enough to become acquainted with
other parts of my slender body."
It was !'he Hoisting-Rope addressing
the drum on which It lay wound. "I
wouldn't mind so much;' It mused, "i!
onl,y 1 did not have to bend and unbend
very muscle of my body at each cycle,
first In one, then in the other direction,
a 1_t that would soon break the back of
anyone or anything.
Nor is his all.
Often while my nether extremetles arc
sweltering at the bottom ot the shatt,
portiOns of my upper make-up are shiv·
erl.ng In the Icy blast of a cold winter day.
Whatever the season, at all times I am
exposed to the caprlces of the weather,

brake, and let you soar into eternity,
alias scrap heap, where lie the remains
of your despised partners. That will teach
you, a lesson and will remind yt>uthat the
Brake .is the thing par, excellence, the
most vital factor in the whole operation.
That's what it is, and-"
"Hold 'on there," came from another
quarter of the engine.
"You don't know what you are talking
abou~," remonstrated the "Lilly 'Hoist
Controller." "Who would place reliance
on anything so clumsy and lumbering as
a brake? Who would trust it to grip and
let go just at the critical moment? ' Don't
I have to watch you eternallY' with my'
eagle eye and give you a knock-out every
time you forget your cue to come in? If
it weren't for me it would never be safe
to step into this building. The whole
shebang might go to pieces most any
moment, were it left to you to keep the
drum from overspeeding and from running rope and cage into the sheaves. I
may be small of stature, but. I am the
brains of the whole plant. Without me,
the whole thing simply couldn't be done.
In other words, it is I who is doing it."
"What about the indicator," was. the
poignant remark that suddenly cut short
the controller's harangue. "I have been
running this thing long before you were
ever dreamt of. Unless the engineer actuaUy goes to sleep-and what engineer
would ever do this-he can at any instant
read on my dial the exact. position of t~e
cage in the shaft, ca.n shut off the power
and a.pply the brakes when most needed.
Besides, you must admit that without the
Indlcator he could never tell when to
stop to take or deliver a 10a<1at a partlcular level. You could not tell him. Could
you? For what does a controller know
about levels? Absolutely nothing.
It·.
the Indl.cator who does the business. The
entire operation depends on hIm, Which
is the same as to say, that the Indicator
does It all."

For .Mr, Oorry'sbenerit: . At a meeting
We regret that there was a mistake in of the staff of the Aoropolitan it was dethe write up of the school playa; given' cided to refuse his munificent offer of
in the last issue. There were ,only .four . one ~ollar ($1.00) ·for this 'entire tssue.
ladies ou· the island with on~' skirt. : At We.again $epeat We ate incorrupttble anCi
that it's a !ot bett~r than.if they h~d had, wish to encourage MJ,:.Brunner .i.n:hisun::
no skirt at all'
'usually
sucgessful e~forts in delving il}to
:
"'.
Mr:Corry:s iurid pa~t
I

'<'

To hell with you, Corry; the editor
says I can say anything I wish about you.
Corry and McCarthy were up to something which was going to get into the
papers except that they had $Qmething'

. Adios, amigos k·

l.

,BASKETBALL

. practice has,started)~
earnest. Prior to
the formal call f~ candidates, which was
issued on Nov. 26, by Coach McAuliffe,
the class tournamenJ was played. The
sophomores were ,vict@rio.usin this contest, winning only after taking two of
Ignatz with the sensitive soul says that three hotly contested' games with their
some of our professors should ta)!:e a. traditional enemies, t~e Frosh.
course in English. He hates to hear their
Twenty men responded to 'the call for
errors in pronunciation and diction.
candidates.
Plans and rules were dis-

of

NON-STOP.

Washington, D. C., the salary will be ap-'
proyimately the same.
Willy thought it would be nice for him
Competitors will not be required to reTo run his dad's mach'ine
(All contributions to this column will be
port for examination at any place, b.\I.~
He took the car one day last spring
gratefully aceepted.)
will berated' on their 'education, traiq,t
His grave's the cutest little thing.
ing, and experience, and publications, i,c:TIME
ports, or thesis to be 'filedby the
cant:
-, ,,'.
.'
.
YOU AND I
'j"was the night before pay day
Full Information may be obtained from.
A fool there was and he saved his rocks, the United Sta'tes Civil Service Commts_
.And all 'through 'my jeans,
.Even as you and I;
'1 hunted in vain
sion.Washington,
D -. C., ~drfr~m the secBut he took them out of the old strong retary of the United States Civil Service
.For the price of some beans.
,"
box,
,Not a' quarter was there,
Board of Examiners at:' the post Bf.fiC~
Not even a ':jit";
When a salesman called with some wild or customhouse in any city.
The kale was off duty,
cat stocks,
.Milled edgeshad quit,"
And the fool was stripped to his shirt
,'f
Forward, turn upwards
and- socks,'
t
UNITED STA'J'ES CIyIL SEltYf9J:
;, on time in thy fliglitEven as you and I.
EXAMiNATION-:' . ;, .."
Make it tomorrow,
---'.>1
, 'I
.Just for tonight.
IN MEMORIAM
The United Sta~es Civil,.servIce Com-

app~~-

--"_

Engineers Ban3.d
To !fly Departed Slide RUle

A . COLLEGE ROLLS-ROUGH

on the editors. We wish to state that the 'With
tile '(Hosing odthe' football season
editors of 'this paper are not corruptible. at'· tl:le M, 'S. s. M.,! varsity basketball
New members for-our local hall
Englehardt-most
studious.
Ho,Pkins--noisest.
Pa Shrock·-biggest shiek.

POETRY'

fame:

Quite a boat is the college can;
,No .one :\'f0uld own it, b\.l.ta coilege man.
It rolls, it pounds, it rattles 'and shakes,
It hasn't a top'and is minus brakes.
Gone'is the purr of the motor of old,
Now it's a jumble' of noise untOld.
The polish that once like a new dime
shone,
Now looks like that of an old dry bone.
Its hood so shiny and pierced with vents,
Is now all dull. and full of dents.
All of the bolts now rattle and croak,
And .give ample proof that they're almost broke.
The springs and framework bang and
crack,
To hit a bump is to break one's back.
The tires are old and always soft,
It's a whole day's work to keep them
aloft.
The cushions are worn, and the springs
are through,

Fools may sing of hearts and love
And eyes and cheeks and hair,
Write sonnets to a woman's glove,
And swear her wondrous 'fair,
Bah!
She's an artificial thing,
All, powder, paint, and lipstick,
But listen to the song I Sing,
And Hail! My love, the slip-stick.
Women are babbling all the time
Of dates, and drinks,' and dresses,
Which WOUldn'thelp at all when I'm
Computing torques and stresses.
It conquers without fear or doubt
Whole hosts of sines and surds,
And helps me work in peace without
An avalanche of 'Yords.

mission announces' the foilowi.n~-.::open
competitive examiqation:
Junior Eng~~eer.
Application for junior,engineer must. be_
on file with the Civil Service COmni~ston,".
at Washington, D. C., not later than'·
January 22.
The exanmation is to' fill vacancIes in
,various branches of the .~ervlce throughout the United States. '
The entrance salaries for positions In
.Washington, D. C., is $2,000 a year. 'For
appointment outside of Washington; t):
C., the salary will be approximately: the
same: Higher-salaried positions are· filled
through promotion.
The optional subjects are (1) aeronau1
tical- 'engineer~ng, (2) agricultural engin_
eering, (3) chemical engineering, (4) civil
enineering, (5.) electrical engineering, (6)
mechanical engineeri.ng" (8) naval.architecture and marine engineerIng, aFd (9)
structural steel and concrete engineer;'·
lng:
.
'

cussed at the initial meeting and actual
Johnny Groh evidently pulled a whlz- practice began in earn~st Nov. 27.
zer on the boys with the last dance. Most
Of last year's crack team: only two
of the dancing club was in the dark, too, regulars are back, Kiely, center, and L.
Slide-rules 'are always accurate,
but if everyone had a good time we should Matlock, guard. Sigler, a'three year letWomen never so;
worry what means was taken to furnish ter man, who did not play last year, Ia
And tho' they're not affectionate
The dllties are to perform routine test-·
it.
out again.
j
They never answer "No!"
lng, inspection of engineerIng material,
Although not as many experienced men The padding is scarce and the tacks' are So hence with women's wanton ways,
drawing up plans f<1rminor projects, preThis column Is always open to criti- reported this year as last' year, when sevWith ~yebrows, lips, and curls;
few,
paring specIfications' for fngineerlng macism but when they say it isn't long eno- en letter men returned, Coach McAuliffe
My little log-log polyphase
terial or apparatus, performing field work
It hast no horn, but it doesn't need one'lgh I'm reSigning. Value Is equal to is very optimistic about the', basketball
Is wor~h a dozen girls.
making computations, preparing maps, asWhen
it
takes
the
street
all
the
others
run
ablUty minus supervision-Mr.
McQuaid. outlook. With a wealth of promising new The paint is weak and completely worn,
Cornell Widow. sisting in conduct of 'exper~!lleQtal rematerial, the Mines' team should compare But a lot 0' wisecracks its sides adorn.
search tests, compiling reports, and handThe latest experiment for the Juniors favorably with that of last year.
When our heap goes by
ling technical correspondence.
UNIJ;ED 8,TATES CIVIL SERVICE
to pull Is to set up a rigging to test the
A basketball schedule is now being ar- They laugh till they cry.
Competitors will be rated on general
EXAMINATIONS
~rth's rotation. It cost Eddie Hicks two ranged. At the prese t time all games But when .Sunday's here,
physics, :mathematics, general engineersmokes to learn the value of an engineer- are tentative except two with 'the Mon- With its lack of cheer,
ing, and the optional subject chOsen froW
The United States CivIl Service Coming education. Thanks, Eddie.
tana Sate Bobcats: in Bozemari, Dec. 27, Where'll we go and how come back?
those named above.
~
mission announces the following open
Long before the debate had reaehed
and here Feb. 2. Efforts are being made The can takes us there.
Senior stUdents will be admitted to ·the
th utter disregard of my personal com- this stage of the controversy, there could
It's
some
hack,
competitive
examinations:
We have learned that our August edi- to arrange games With !he Eastern Monexamination.
tort."
be"heard a hissing noise that came from tor and one of our leading freshmen tana Normal and Billings PolytechniC In- SOME HACK!
Junior Chemist.
Full information may, be -obtaIIleG'from
"And why, pray should I be made to the region of the cylinders. The pent-up
stepped out to a bridge party at the home stitute in Billings, Dec. 28 a~d 29. If
Applications for junior chemist must the United States Civil Service CommlsI wish I were a little rock,
endure these trying hardships, I who vir- air, while listening to this braggadOCiO, of one of our frosh co-eds. The lady
be on file with the CivIl Service Comthese games are scheduled, return games A Sitting on a hill,
sI9Il,Washington,a
C., or froIp. the sectual1y do all the work, the mast import- ha<1 lost all control over its indignation showed her superior ability by winning
mission at Washington, D. C., not later
will be played in But~ later;- In addl- A, doing nothing, all day long,
retary
of
the
United
8ta,tes Ciyil_Service
ant work in the whole operation? What and had gathered such pressure as to the freshman's tie. It seems lu~kY tha.t
-than February 5.
ti.on to . these games,
one or rtwo more -But just a sitting still;
Board ~f Examiners attlie posfoffice or
..,~
could be done without me? Am I not force an escape from its prison.
The
examination
is
to
fill
vacancies
in
they didn't play ·poker.
will. probably be arrapged with each of I WOUldn'teat, I wouldn't sl.e~p
customhouse in any cit5'" .
.!
the Federal classified' service throughout
absolutely 'Indispensable?
Are not my
"The idea," it :-~tn'ea, ';;-of any of you
the' following teams: University of 'Mon- I wouldn't even wash,
the
United
States,
including
the
Departservices of the utmost consequence, in- imagine tha.t he could do even a portion
Most of our out-of-~wn students were. tana, Mt. St. Charles, Montana State I'd sit and sit a thousand years,
First Aid Instructor:
volving the greatest risk to life aud li.mJ)? of this important work without the en- entertained at the homes of various mem- Normal (Dillon) Intermountain Union, And rest myself b'Gosh.
And yet, wha do I get ("r aU -of this?"
ergy supplied by me. Don't you know bers of the faeulty for Thanksgi~ng din- University of Idaho (southern branch~,1
Then, turn.lc.6 to the drum aga.lIl:' "YOU that the Compressed Air is the power be- ner. Votes will be taken in the near Weber Coliege, Brigham:Young University
who never even rise from your seat nor hind ill ali; that without it not one of future In an effort to determine the best and the Utah Aggies. I
rain-wet timber
·,f
~l' 1 ve the cozy shelter 01 the engine
you could budge a.n inch; that all of cooks.
I'd bury him.
For' the valleys where the birch bark
tn. you who do noth.ln.g more import- you would remain in this state of idleness
BOBCATS TO' PLAY,NATIONAL. A.A..
smoke goes curling thruogh the trees. creased usefulness and the occurance of
It. than turn around and around
nd 10r ever and ever, utterly helpless, utterWe have been subjected, to some exU. CHAMPS IN MINES. GYM
For the lazy miles of lake shore where
A genqeman
a guy who ca:n talk to
vacancies in higher positiOns. For apoff
me lift onc In a while, you are Iy useless? It is simply preposterous to tent, to an Inocctif~.tlOl'!-/nthl~~S~x:.~
Of
___J
the blue waves kiss the pebbles
a chorus girl ,in her "costume" and say
pointment outside of Washington, D. C.,
tondled and petted like a spoiled chlld. hear you boastIng as though yO~. were lecturftfs. LecturlJj8 .~. a Y,~::~I!:.e!d dlsSchool of Mines ·stud
the land of sky-blue waters, up bewhat he; is thInking ..:. :..
.
the s~r~ will..be approximately the,same.
'6 ClUb atitlU ... be"
a .. VOVI ooC>
t.. young· ooUq~~~nts.,an(f,
1a aa· treat ""Wherr-the~
t:;Qilm1rl'{nrtl''"t'l:rel--''Uru_ona-tllat
Inland seas.
•
~
",,;;.yf
The optional subjects are' advanced 'In~e
vnper comes around. every 80 fact.. it. \s I who \s dotng it. I, the Com- endeavor to find iI. eure, .tq~i:).r. has de- basketball team sponsored 'by
A farmer friend of 'ours 'whd blts..taken
organic chemistry, analytical chemistry,
rten to clean your face and keep It pressed Air, the very soul of this mech- cided to use us .l,J\ .IlIt·eKpe1'imental way. Paint Co., of. Kans~s City i
up golf says It is, a littfe harder th:;LIlhoeorganic chemistry and physical chemistry.
right and shiny. B,ut see what they do anlsm, the only live thing among a hid- The operation was successful but the pa- Saturday night, January 12.
ing corn and a llttle easier than dlimlng
A CALENDAR OF ROMANCE
to me. It I get a coat of .sticky coal-tar eous mass of inert matter.'
Competitors will be rated on general potatoes.
tient dled.
be an interesting game since t Pain.ters
chemistry and elementary physics, and
now and then, I am lucky. It doesn't
To emphasize the force of Its argument
last year were National A. A. . Champs.
the optional subject selected.
Our hero was the common sort,
Nevertheless some of them have been
even smell rood. and should I ever drop ,it gave a sudden puff that made every
'Girls, Here's the Low Down
When all was said and done,
Full information may be obtained from
some ot the stuff on a passer-by he turns I part 'of the engine rattle for a moment very interesting and all of them have beer I
Hubby: "Marriage Is like'a mouse-tra.p;
He worked his head off daily
instructive. Let's all spend next winter
around., sbakes his fist at me and calls like the bones of a monster-skeleton.
the United States Civil Service Commiss- easy to get into and hard to get'out ot."
me a dlrty rope, or worse,"
And was out to get the Mon.
at the North Pole-Florida and California this year is composed of the ame men
ion, Washington, D. C., or from the secWifey: "And some husbands are lIke a
nAb well, It bas ever been thus," sighed
Then all was still again.
are so common!
retary of the United States Civil Service pIece' of cheese."
Which last year won the chl1tlpionship. The reason for his diligence
the rope, "gratitude, justice, appreciatIon
Presently a little piping voice issued
Board of Examiners at' the post office or
Was commonplace, 'tis true,
Practically. every man qn th tea¥1 has
are not for the deserving ones. But nev- from the toolshelve in the c{)rner of the
"Just as soon as you are ready, Mr.
customhouse in any city.
been picked as an All-AmerilSn basket- He -tried to swell his salary
How About It?
er mind., some day I'll get my due reward engine room: "After all," chirped the Perry."
So it would suffice for TUE.
ball player at some tim!! or 0 er. Some
Teacher: '~Johnny, ,I'm,.only punIshing
ali rtgbt. Just watch and see."
monkey wrench, "you have nothing on me,
of them have won fame in co giate ball And maybe that's the reason
UNITED ,STATES CIVIL SERVICE
you because I love you."
"Yes, just watch and see," mocked the you big drum, you lum15ering brake, you
Dr. Perry is going to get the school to while others have played with amous A.
Why one day he lost his head,
EXAMINATIONS
Johnny: "I wish I was bIg enough to
Drum with a sneering grimace. "Some high-brow controller, and all the rest o'f invest m a new map. Just think, all of A. U. teams.
And, falling on his knees, he cried,
return
my love."
day you'll get your reward, .Indeed. Some you. Where would you be lf I didn't these years he has thought that the Arc"Oh, maiden, wilt thou WED,
The Bobcats wonder t!!am of last year
The United states Civil Service Comday when I shall be doing nothing more tighten you Up every day, and clinch the tic was a big place.
is practically intact with th exception He may have thought this sudden
mission announces the following open
Let WeU :Enough Alone.
important than to turn around and ar- thousand and one bolts and nuts that
of the unfortunate loss of Worden.
But it seemed not so to her.
competitive examinations:
H~s: '.'Now I want to show you"ho\f
round with a new and younger rope on hold you together?
Yes, where would you
Not to change the subject or anything
Last year they were champions of the She slipped a quick acceptance
PhYSical chemist, (qualified in ferrow; to change, gears."
my back, your carcass will lie on the be? Why, you would fall to pieces before but it has come to our attention that some' Rocky Mountain Conference,
And said forcefully, "Yesl THUR."
metallurgy),
$3,800 a year.
Wimiie: "Oh, darling; lets not change
scrap-heap, tom Into a thousand pieces, the day was over. Even that wonderful real mathematicians are being developed defeated a number of outstan g teams. But when they went to keeping house
....Associate PhYSical chemist (qualified in them-they are just right as they are."
snarled a.nd frazzled, disfigured by rust air, the soul of the engine, would leak off in the Sophomore calculus class. A new In their starts'this year they
He feared that he would die.
ferrous metallurgy), $3,200 a year.
beyond recognition.
That'll prove how bit by bit, and evaporate into nothing- theory has been derived by the erstwhile up big leads against their opponents For O! that modern maiden
ApplicatiOns for the above named posilmportant you w.ere. Every dump on the ness, if I did not stop all leaks as soon student professor, namely Prof. L. R. which may be ~ken as an indicatlon
The 'Sorrows of Sport. , ;
Could neither bake nor FRI.
tions must be on file with the Civil Serhili is strewn with shreds of rope, thrown as sprung."
"What I don't understand about this
Matlock. His theorem is as .follows:that they will ~gain play the:high class She could not run a bungalow
vice Commission at Washington, D. C., game of golf," said Prof. Adami, "Is why
there to get rid of the worthless rubbish.
"Whatever you may think or say, the 1 times 1 equals 2. Anyone wishing to' ball for which they became f mous last
Or even run a flat,
.not later than. January 16.
Did Y1)Uever see a hOisting drum on the Monkey-Wrench Is the soldier behind the have this discussed and fully. explaip.ed year.
So on many sad occasions
·some people pl~y it when, it, mak!!1!them
The examinations are to fill vacancies so darn mad."
scrap-heap?
Well, hardly. We are too gun, the guiding spirit, so to speak. No may make an appointment with Prof.
In a restaurant they,SAT.
in the Bureau of Mines, Department of
precious to be treated that way. It pays hoisting engine could be run without ft. Matlock's secretary.
But he forgave her willingly
Commerce, for duty in Washington, D,
to preserve us and to prolong our_life by It's the MonkeY-Wrench, in the last anAs man has always done
C., or in the field.
i.. -------__~
When .she presented him one day
making it pleasant and interesting."
alysis that does the hoisting. There now."
We truly wish we could believe that all
By Snowsh~ AIThe entrance salaries for these pos!Best Place to Trade
.
A bouncing baby SUN.
"Perhaps you forget, Mrs. Rope, that
This was the straw that broke the cam- of the co-eds were back of those appeals
He wuz a old prospector, hoo hac;!.spent
tions in the Dep~rtmentai Service, wash-I
were it not for me, you wouldn't last a el's back. The camel in this case being for help that were published in our last too meny. yeers amung. tha sun-baked
ington, D. C., are as indicated above.
day. Without those perfect turns and the Signal Gong who up to now had issue, but it is rather hard to think of h!lls. He looked as if him and Lady Luck
Higher-salaried positions are filled thru
116 W. Par.k
Phone 1671-668'
colls with which I wind you up eaeh trip, proudly disdained to take part in the twenty-four girls that hard up.
wuz strangers.
HURT
promotion. For appointment outside of t
n_u_u
n_uu
;_n11
you would fall to the bottom of the shaft controversy of so insignificant members
"Dad,". sez I, "I bet yew sure know tha •
in a shapeless heap, every bone in your of the plant as the rope, the drum, the
The authors are advised to read some desert."
I spoke and he would not answer
body twisted and broken and torn asunder brake and the rest of them, conscious of . of the old masters--Thackeray,Dumas,
"Dam rite," sez he. "I looked fer gold I asked him and he refuSed.
BesIdes, who is it that pays you out and l"~ supreme authorl'ty to put an !'nstan't Fielding, Dickens, and others of the am- an' found it-not much, becaJse I never
.
~
The beautiful white of the drifts of snow
pulls you up again, gently and tenderlY,' stop to all this banter by a single stroke orous school-not to mention Scott Fitz- wurked very hard-jist' j;ook t!:lings easy Grew black before me as I mused
WiU! infinite care for your comfort and of its sonorous bell.
gerald and we moderns.
-in fact stim people wood c'al!me lazy." And gilded glints of angry though.ts
safety? Withal, is not this the most imd
"Yeh?" sez I.
Beset my widened eye
portant part of the operation? When you
Suddenly the engine room reverberate
Our first advice to the co-eds would be
"YuIl," sez h"e, "but'if I wanted tub
with the clear tones of that powerful
The hot blood burned my tremblIng cheek
stop to think., it's the whole operation,
to wait until after Christmas. You can't work my hed off, I kood uv Ill,ll.idseveral
gong: "Ding-ding-ding" it called in quick
When I thought of his reply
and what is more, it is I who is doing it." successIon. Then a short pause, followed expect even a miner to get a new ~rl millyun dollers wun ye~r."
So cool with his' outward cpurtesy,
Just then the brake who had been lisjust in time to blow a lot of money.oh a ' "How kum?" sez I .. '
tening to the conversation with much by other rings
. .
present.,
."Well," sez he, "I know sum,tliin about P,oli,·ter.efusal. Oh, how could he?
amusement and who had been aching to
The angineer sprang to his 'feet. and
geeoligy, an' 1 located a vein uv gold wieh: The darkness hid our two young hearts
Pumps, Compressors, Drills, Electric and
put in a word or two, spoke up: "I seIzed the levers. Before the last sound
Arizona has nothing on us. It was in I fJgger wuz 18 inches deep, 6 feet wide, As we rode through the youthful night
Steam Hoists, Repauno Gelatin Powder
woUldn't be so sure of my importance, of the bell had died away, the discordant all the papers when'a horned toad was,!-"e- an' run at least a mile back: Inter tha My anguish mounted pace by pace
To a frightening, dizzy height
if I were you. It called' to the drum, "Tell voices had been hushed. Every part of ported found In a rock. Mr. Gidel states hills."
Fuse and Caps, and Everything' Needed to·
I ·did not exvect him to leave me so
me where would you be i! I didn't nold' the engine had humbly resumed its as- that we have found a turtle one thousand
"Did yuh wurk it?" sez I.
yOUtight and rlgid, always at the proper signed dutles In the complex mechanism. feet below the surface. The only trouble
"Never even swung Ii. pick jn its dir- I am hurt. Doesn't he know?
Conduct
Mi.ne
-Naomi G. Sternheim.
moment and in the right position? More- forgetting for the time being any imag- is that our turtle is deacj..
ecksbun," sez he, ,"altho it
only 12
over, who-is it that keeps you from run- ined supremacy over other members of
, . feet below ~ha surface.:'
! .
.
ning away and thereby causing endless that engine.
The copper taken out of Butte would '; .'~Howcome-.YUh
didn~. botherrit?" _sez
JUST. ONE'
harm to other members of the family,
The snappy click Qf the clutches, the make a:bQut.,one-third" of .the stills- n.ow "'~BecauseJ" sez be, "if'wuz
dam' hard ".!.
to say nothing of the disaster to your- squeaking of the brakes, the puffing and being used _in the. prQduction of .moon, tUh··reech,...·sezhe.
I found opt that. I'd
---'
self? Why, it's I of course. And you sputtering of the compressed air, and the The fact that some of'the copper has b~en ··ha.ve·tuh go'down tQru a 8-fdot vein UV,}I_owcan' it be that I love so many 'well
know it.
hum of the revolving drums followed me put to other useS may be explained by the ~olid silver tub get it" so I sez, tuh I;ell When lovers that .j;e read of love but few
"Surely you 'haven't forgotten how that as I passed out of the en'gine room. When fact that a very few of the stills are made with it." •
And famous poets often write to tell
brotherdrum of yours came to grief at the the car that bore me back to the city, of copper.
.From Salt' Lake' Minirig: Review. '., 'That they love just one truly, maybe two.
old Leonard, not so very long ago. How rounded the fence enclosIng the Leon.And .all my loves have hurt me;
.~
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:MAIN AT QUARTZ

the brake, falling' to grip it just at the
proper moment, allowed it to ..race into
space with ever increasing speed' 'until
that fiend-I think they call it the centr1fugal force-caused it to fly to pieces,
tear through the roof of .the buildilfg and
Iand on the dump to join'those worthless
shreds of rope you harp so much about.
If yoUcontinue bragging like this, I may
.A'......e a notion to do as did that other

Of course I can trust my bootleg,ger. .
Quo Vadi~. . .
";'.
.Is .that proo~ that they are true?
~.....!
..
:..
:.....
:..
:..
:..
:..
:..
:..
:..
:..
:..
:..
:..
:..
:..
:_:
..
:..
:..
:..
:_:
..
:..
:-:":":":":":":":":":":"r:~:,.:+.:":,:,,:,,:~:,,:,,:,,:,,:,,:,,
The stuff he sells is brought in from Can4 professor, coming,,~o,~neOfJhisclas,s~s I'Vow I will not care enough
:.!.:"
ada every day. The truck comes' from a little late; found a most uncOmplimen- For any, old or new•
•
.t.
'
.
.~
Meaderville.
tary caricature of himself drawn on the Until another comes along '.'.
Assimilation and' PetrogenesIs
~.
board. Turning to. the stude t. nearest ~And.I have but to. look and hear hIs song .••~'.
Separation of Ores from Magmas
:~
i
BY JOHN STANSFillLD
.
Another blow for the co-eds: Johnny' him, he angrily inquir~:
I would have surcease from them all
••
0,.•
Grant'was seen with a D. T. G. on Sunday
. "Do you know Who,~iSresponsible .for' Far from each g.lance or loving call
197 pages, 30 plates, 60 figures. 6x9'clotll book. 'Prlce postpaid $3.50
evening. (D. T. G. -down town girl.)
that atrocity?"
Oil, am I selfish when I say
0:-•
<.•
.~
Mail ~heck, money order, or' draft for $3.50 to LL
'.\ "No,sir, I' dO~'t,"re1>lied' the!ltudent, <i h~pe there'll be just one tor
IODIie :~:
MESSRS. VALLEY PUBLISHING CO., URBANA, I .
~
&., ~
,
T heod'ore Simons.
Word has come frfom the windy City "But I strongly suspect his parents."
day!
..:..:0<-<--:.. :.. :.. :0<.. :0<.. :--:..:.. :..:..:.. :••:.. :..:.. :
~
'"

ard mine, 'th~'f;iffi{1~r clatter of the rock
striking the ore chutes, came-Vibrating
from the top of _the tall gallows frame,
announCing that peace and harmony
reigned again i$ihong the members of that
lant.
.
11,1. [;.,t
mighty
hoisting
Finis.
.'
~
Butte, Mont., November 12, 1928.
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pair belong to the same family. There
may be a lttle hope but if there is any
desire to get over the wall the only way
it can possibly be done is to try intelligently. "Wnere there's life there's hope"
Everyb_ody craves publicity and fame.
To be mentioned favorably or not so
favorably I the midst of a crowd 'and to
bring forth slaps on the back and "attaboys" or moot any exclamation appropriate to the occaston, is the height of joy
to some persons, lonely souls. Even to be
, told in class by a professor, as----was, that rou are solid from the shoulders up is very flattering to some. To. be
the only one in the class who has the
. ptivilege of being publicly acclaimed mentally solid means ~ lot when one stops
to consider that 'he' has gained' more of
the same qUalitythat most li'reshmen and
possibly 0 er students have.
One of our foremost geniuses, the young
Mr. S., has recently decided to differentiate himself from the common herd by
allowing his hair to grow to a great length
thus making him as an exclusive and eccentric man of letters.
It would be highly approved by a certain Frosh engineerttf the School of Mines
could prohibit all courses which did not
deal absolUl;elywith facts, moreover he
would surely advise the. establishment of
a special class in logic. Everybody has
at least one weakness and his is facts.
The Frel;hman chemistry lab. period
is losing Ih dignity as is evidenced by
the tende .•oy of many of the students to
make the time more interesting helplng
Mr. S. wt.'..hhis ex~eriments; he has finally cond1!8cendedto retreat to a quiet
neighborhOOdon the ladies' side. Speaking of ladles reminds us of the intensE'
ardor with Which certain ones conduct
affairs willJ.them 1 by writing long and
flowery notes. We could hardly say that
the spirit Ilt Cupid has hit anyone but
at least things are waking up in the land
ot romance.
The Freahman picture was takim several days ago, after a number of gallant attempts on the part of the photographer
and those m charge of the Annual to corral at leas( enough Freshmen to make a
fair pict~.
Alas, the Frosh students
are a modest group besides being a class
of scholall; persons absorbed in such
things call never be bothered with the
triviality ~ having a picture taken.

I gineer for the A. C. M. Co.
lace, Fat Matlock, Margaret Kelly, ViV.1
Keep in touch with your Alma Mater. Quinn, Allan Englehardt, Florentine Eno'l
and MCFaTland and McCourt in the check
"~~
ro~.
.
H. Duk~ Sultzer, class of 1911, who was I
a
1II! Our president is the most efficient in The co-tls :1re, as our slanguage has it,
efficiency engine.er· for the A. C. M. is I
SENIOR NOTES
! the school. If two or three Sophs attend
all hot an~ bothered. Of course, we don't
now with the Chicago Pneumatic Tool 'I
a meeting-or if the whole class is there, expect th he-men miners to know the
Co., at Detroit, Mich.
Due to the terrible punishment
, it's all the same to him. A majOlity vote causes th eof, because the co-ed room
~be Engel, president of the class 01
meted out to the exhausted senior
means nothing at all, because he usually (modern rsion) Is "no man's land," and
1919, who has been in Mexico, is now
class by the "Inquisition", the class
decides everything anyhow. We ·think they wou~ have to enter it to find the
visiting his parents in this city.
has utterly no news to impa.rt to
he deserves a great deal of credit :for oause of ius feminine ~gitation. HowA. S. Wren, class of 1908, is consulting
an awa.iting world. The class reever, if t miners desire to see a fairy
doing the thinking for the whole class.
engineer at Vancouver, B. C. He is also
portcr has long since passed over
The Sophomore girls are beginning to land after. their days of toil, the co-ed
looking after the Radi-Ore process of
thc great divide; alas, such Is the
wonder when the Frosh girls are going to room will live them their first treat In
electrical prospecting for British Columfate of residence in "the city of
stand them to a treat. Seems like we that linC'. The agitation, of course, is
whispers", .(Anaconda) where they
bia and the northwest.
haven't any authority at all. Our stern- caused b the lovely new lamp which
don't . hury their dead but keep
J. G. Wilson, class of 1923, visited in
est commands are utterly ignored, Our was givell the olub by Prot. and Mrs.
them walking.
_._..,_ But~ ~&t·~
t.l-), ~c;l -up~
..le.!t...tn
qirticst looks are as if they had never Pen-y and Xr. Br wnfield (of Brownfieldexamine properties in .Idaho and Utah.
iilllllec ••••••
riI:i_•••
__ 1!li been. We here and now rare back on our cantY). ~e (.0-e«S are very proud of this
John F. Dugan, class of 1906, has been
dignity and demand that these incorri- addition to the furnishings of their room,
made foreman of the Orphan Girl Mine,
gibles get together and make some plans and extend their thanks to the donors.
for' the A. C. M. He was assistant foreAnd by the way, Denny had to spend
for feeding us. Considering the average
man of the Emma. _
appetite of the Soph girls they had better half a day in the sanctum sanctorum inJohn Norton, class of. 1917, formerly
stalling the plug without which the lamp
do some tall planning.
The last meeting of the Junior class
. fore~an of tp.e Diamond mine is now
We'll bet Miss Hubbard is glad she is useless, and he reported afterward that
foreman of the Belmont.
was held on Nov. 2l, at which time Linwon't have to spend half her days ask- he would probably have to see an earEd Rounard, class of 1920, is actin! ford Torrey presented his resignation as ing the Sophomores who insist on hold- doctor very soon. Never mind, Denny,
Bus'ness Manager for the Annnal and as
foreman of the Mountain Con mine.
ing their bull sessions in the library, to we're so used to dirty cracks that they
Vice-president of the class. .Tohn Blixt, k
t·
k
t
th
James R. Evans, who spo e a
e
eep s Ill. We think we are the only just roll right off. .
"~ . - .'
stalwart herring choker, was nominat~d
school recently, left several days after
clasS"in the school with any pep. The
The Wednesday luncheon here continc,
,
and unanimously elected to succeed him
h~s talk for 'Colorado and Missouri where
Frosh are still a little awed, the Juniors ued to hold the most prominent place with
he looked after some property. He told in both positions. Mr. Bli){t has already are so dumb they do everything they're the co-eds. On the 12th of December, the
.
.
.
demonstrated his ability as Business Man.
Mr. Adami he would sail for the Belg:tan
told and the Semors have long since lost "banquet" was in honor of Miss Hubbard.
- .
.
agel' by securing a better contract for the
.
Congo Immediately after electlOn day.
any deSire to be human.
The next luncheon was Friday, the 21st
that he wanted. to see who was eleeted work on the ~!mUal and It is hoped th~t
Blessed are the peace makers-we for- and the feature of It· was the exchanging
before he .ieft.
h!s extensive holdmgs m Bozeman Will get just exactly just what they get-but
of Christmas gifts among the co-eds. This
.
not prevent· the good work from continFrank Foote, class of 1908, is en route I
'
anyhow, we deserve all that and a lot is undoubtedly a new feature of the co-ed
home, exPecting to reach here in ear.1y uing. The resignation of Mr. Torrey came more. Behold the happy reunion of A8'- life, which rather surprised the older
spring. ;Ie has been in the Belgian Con- as a result of hiS leavmg school for parts nes and Fat, due to the efforts of two members, but immediately took their
go for nine years.
unknown (the Original Mine).
big-hearted and obliging friends. And fancy.
Peter Aline, class of 1915, who was genLouis B. P. Nuckols has been appoint- another thing, We feel that Fat should not
The Club is exceedingly proud of its
er~ foreman of the Electrolytic Zinc plant ed chairman of the Junior Ball committee be allowed into the Chern. Lab. when the actresses-- hose who took part in the profor the A. C. M. at Great Falls, is now He promises something new this ~ear.
Frosh are there. Their mental facilities, duction of the School of Mines' first
temporarily located in Italy. Mr. Aline
Prof. Adami has Herb Hard assisting never very strong, are completely upset play, "The Adorable Crichton." The girls
is': o~. Ii. year's leave of absence, and has him with his office work after school by this dominating personality holding who partiCipated in this event were Jean
charge of.9, 50 ton Electroyltic Zinc plant hours.
forth from a desk.
Siderfin Corry, Pearl Hirsh, Margaret
From a firebug to a butler is the outover there.
Helehan, Leah 'rorrey, Bessie Ellis, as
Theodore Pilger, class of 1912, a mem- standing achievement of "Wild Bill' HinPornes of Pashun.
well as BeSSieWallace and Margaret Kelly
bel' of ..the American Trade Commission, talla within the past month. He is our
There was a young lady took Chemistry; who acted as chief "go-getters" for the
FOl'-eignService Pivision, Bureau of For- leading actor-not bad, either.
She went quite mad studying foolishly; property committee.
Some of the Juniors have decided to
eign and Domestic: Commerce who workOne day this young fiend,
And of course, let us not forget to wish
ed under Hoover in Berlin for some time, confer the degree of poctor on Prof.
Killed the class with Chlorine,
all and sundry, miners and all, the old,
Scott.
They
feel
that
he
has
carried
the
is now associated With the' Foreign Bond
And now thru prison bars she grins old greeting-Merry Christmas (may SanBuying Department of the National City little black bag long enough to merit this
ghoulishly.
ta be good to you) and a Happy New
C~pany, ~ew York. He writes Mr. Ad- reward, at least.
.
Year (may you make a lot of good resoSeveral
of
the
old
gang
armed
with
agli . that. Charles H. Bowman, former
lutions-and not break'em before school
president of the Mines is also in New both heavy and light artillery journeyed
starts, at least~)
out
in
the
vicinity
of
Buxton
last
Sunday
York, with the Stone-Webster EngineerPost scriptum-nota
bene, et cetera:
in quest of jack rabbits and other large
ing Compai:ly.
Speaking of agitation in the co-ed room,
C. C. Goddard, class of 1927, left re- and dangerous game. The luck was good
This is the merry month of Christmas, it might be well to mention a few facts.
cently with his family for Cerro de Pasco WIth many of the largest and ferocious the month giving and forgiving. Such is
One is-none of the so-called "kittenish"
P·'eru .
types bemg bagged WIthout mJury to any th
··t f th F h'
d
.,
•.
. ~ splr1 0
.e res man class towar co-eds need any Want Ad Column for any
"Heinie" Hinrlchson, of last year's class: of the party. Only one hand encounter the big world. Christmas spirit does not men. In the first place, the miners are
is aIso)n Peru for the Braden Copper Co. I was reported.
mean merely 'vacation minus books and not worth all that effort, and in the secCharles F. Foote, class of 1928, is sam- I
"teachers' ugly looks"; as it seems to ond place-oh, w~ll, one place is enough.
piing at the ~ountain Con here.
have stimulated and pepped up our classes
Possibly some of you may remember a
Eugene Boyc'€,"'28 ·is in the Chemistry.
rather than caused the usual slump to- protest against the unfeeling miners,
lab. of the Anaconda Smelter.
. ward the holidays.
which appeared ip. the last AcropoIitan.
Herbert Wendell, class of '27, is samAt last the long awaited event has come
Most of the Frosh' stUdents at the The wiiter of that "protest",ever since the
pIing at the Leonard mine.
to pass. The Sophomore Hop-that· dance present date are showing great improve- issuing of the paper has been more proL. V, Bender, class of i903, is general of dances-has
startled the School of ment of interest and intense study because tested against than protesting-by reason
sUperintendent of the Anaconda Reduc- Mines with its brilliance. The Soph dance they are far sighted enough to realize of thefact. that the co-eds in a body haVil
Hon works.
is usually held in January but this year how uncomfortable it would be to have informed her that such was very empha~dward Courtney, class of 1919 is min.- -the Sophomores decided that_ something to seek another harbor of education in tically not their opinion. Well, you know
il?g: engineer for the A. C. M. Co.
had to be done about· a pre-holiday fes- the .middle of the year. It is evidently the good old stLying,"don't believe every. Arthur E. DeCelles, class of 1924 is in tivity; hence the struggle Wednesday a natural characteristic for some stu- thing you see in the papers"-is still holds
the .,geologi!?al department of the A. C. night.
dents to unintentionally and perhaps con- true. Also, there 1.S one about an ill wind
M. po.
.
The jig was, of course, in the Engineer- venj.ently fall to put their best ability into blowing no one good-that breeze certainFred P. Gaethke, 1917, is manager of ing Hall, which was suitably decorated their stUdies at the first of the year; how- ly blew up a lot of comment and incimines f0r the A. C. M. Co.. in Poland.
with Christmas colors-real
decorations ever, it is consoling to know that mos of dentally a good bit of Acropolltan copy for
Murl H. Gidel, 1912, is geologist for the you know, not just a coup:le of strings of such persons traditionally and invariably a few Issues to come!
A. C. M. Co.
crepe paper! Jan Rich's musicia.n.s made awaken to the call of their self respect
Ettore· Giovannetti, 1912 is instructor music which caused even the·st.aid pro- and their original lofty resolutions, comForce of Habit.
in' matllematIcs at the Butte' B'usmesa' fessors' feet to keep time. The programs ing forth with a suddenly increased cargo
First Co-ed: "Liz went to the track
. College.
w:'re the most original and clever ever of conscious effort which is a source of yesterday to bet OBthe horses."
~
.Alex McDonald is in he geological de- used at a Mines dance. Everyone who is great satisfaction to the instructors who
Second Cat: "Hpw did she make out?"
pa'rtment of the A. C. M. Co.
anyone had a dance in his honor, even have spent several months in making
First C: "She got the plugs mixed, as
Steve Giulio, class of 1924, 1s superin- our preSident, whose initials are so in- hitherto futile attempts to intoxicate their usual."
tendent of the Liberty mine near Jeffer- ti·iguing. We hereby tender our most charges with the necessary interest.. If
son, Montana.
hearty congrats' to the committees who .there are any despairing wayfarers who
'Woof! Woof!
Walter L. McGonigle, class of 1922 is .organjzed the dance.
They included pa.:'fil giyen .up hope. because some pre"Say, gimme a pound of dog meat an'
shift boss at the Leonard mine here.
.Patrick Alsop, Beth Brinton, Howard Hill,' .v·ious E or F has been too much for them make it, good. The last I got here, made
Wallace O'Brien; '23 is a mining en- Joe Pauline, Ambrose Shea, Bessie Wal~ let them not forget that failure and des- my room mate sick."
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The reactions of the college Freshman
are manifest and manifold but all, I believe, revert to the feeling of freedom and

measure, wiJI still sincerely respec~ the ting of the pillars (stalagmites) is most
bUdding ideas of the young man and remarkable. Next to the great abundance
fYOQdoun,g
woman which crave warmth and of the delicate,' wandering, whimsical,
not exposure and deprivation, for Ieiele-Iike stalatites, branching at times,
their fulfillment.
with many interlacing finger like prongs,
attracts the attention of those familiar
l\'[ONTANA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS wi~h similar phenomena.
MEETS AT I\flNES
During the summer of 1928, l2.rgely be-'
cause of the new highway being built
through Jefferson canyon, renewed inter(Continued from Page 1.)
est hase been developed in Morrisson Cave
wide b t
t f Its
h f The highway woll pass within less than a
- e ween two grea
au ,eac
0
mile of the cave and tWs National Park
which shows a displacement of about will then become easily accessible by
three thousand feet.
automobile.
In each case the west side has been
thrust up with reference. to the east side .
No Tears.
Origin of Cave.
The geologic history of Morrisson Cave
Harrer:
When I left my last boarding
is a little more difficult to decipher than place the landlady wept.
most caves, because of the complexity of
Mrs. Gunn:
Well, I won't. I always
associated events. First'there
was much collect in advance.
folding, and faulting of the rock strata in

I

liberati0~. ~hich the new position and
status inspires V,iithin the blossoming
minds of young people. It is quite apparently ofolish to expect marvels of transformation to occur during the few weeks
of vacation after gr~duation from high
school and entrance into college. It is
equally stupici on the. other hand to look

upon the college Freshman as a chrld and
to treat him as the high school student
.(though .he too should not be) is t~eate.d
in our high schools of today. I thmk It
can. b~ taken for granted that the great
majority of young people entering college
late Cretaceous time during the developdo realize the responsibilities which asB~utilul.
But Wise.
ment of the Rocky Mountains. Following
Ross: She seemed like a good sensuming the vestments of a grown-up does this there was widespread erosion, and
devolve upon him. PreSuming he does re- the upfold and upfaulted mountains were sible girl.
alize this he will.not forget it. The feel- smoothed off into a more less rolling topHopkins: Yeh, she wouldn't have anying Of. maturity will g~i.de him in the I ography. Many minor events took place thing to do with me, either.
confusing state of transltlOn n which he among which were volcanic eruptions with
finds himself hopelessly involved.
their accompanying lava flow. Later on
No one, it seems to me, can do more
Too! Toot!
there followed renewed uplift. However,
Old Lady.'
.harm or more good than the college prot ta
Young man, how long does
'"
this time the 5 ra
were not crumpled this train to h
?
fessor in his handling of young folks L., into folds but the surface and ground
s p ere.
this sta ge 0f!if e. Th ere IS
. littl
St.ation Agent: From two to two to
1 e 1asting water sought a deeper level.
harm in the very strict instructor, even'
The partrcular position of the limest-one two two.
though he may leave an enduring imOld Lady:
Well, I declare, be you the
strata, where Morrisson Cave is now 10- whistle?
pression upon the minds. In such a case cated, with reference to the rapidly lowthe student who can hold his 0\\>11 will be ering stream level, was such that ground
so much the better for the experience
-. wa t er f 0IIowed c h anne 1'th
ways aiong
e
AD In the Same State..
It. may be temporarily. unpleassnt but bedding planes of the dipping strata. This
Thompson: So you were born in Oaltoften IS not even that. It IS not the strict- I Mis'
..
li
to
bei
f th
.
'.,
SlSSlplan mes ne, emg 0
e par- fornia.
u€'ss that hurts the formulatmg ideas and i ticularly soluble type developed neat openO'Brien:
Yes.
conceptlOns of the young student. It is I ings by solution along the small channels,
Nora: What part?
that .p~uliar form of unfairness char- The openings of Morrisson Cave should
Jack: All ot .me.
actenstlc of some college professors which 'I no t con t·mue b e1ow th e presen t groun-d
does more damage than any other influ- water level of the Jefferson Valley.
ence in a students life. It is that form of
D I
t C
F
.
'.
.
eve opmen
ave orms.
unCOnsClOUSand conscIous belittling of
Following the opening of the small IlsSatisfaction
or Money Retunded
the students that bewilders and discour- sures into "vide open spaces, and the deages many sensitive people into gradual velopment of underground rooms through
failure. It is the stUbborn persistance of Which there was an air circulation, there
some of the older men and women of re- came slow drips of lime saturated water
fusing to recognize youthful opinions and from crevices in the roof. The exposure
to consider fairly new expresSions of ideas. i of these drops of water to the air resultIt is the fostering of what perhaps the ed in evaporation together with a loss of I
modernist would call an "inferiOrity com- dlssolved carbon monoxide.
The lime I
Plex:'. Many would scoff at the mere sug- content of the water was precipitated.
gestlOn that the.re are thousands of such The fan.ciful slopes and odd forms show
cases among young students at today. the direction and course of water moveThese same scoffers would no doubt claim i ment, and the results of the forces
that the attitude of the most of the young crystallization.
•
,n·»-.}7 fA'l
upstarts is completely and entirely the'
The cave formations of Morrisson Cave
;, :: \4ONfiHA~ ·l»Ic.u~!!Ls~:::::
opposite. Therein lies the second mis-I a.re not particularly different from those
take that such a person makes. It is the of the other great caverns of North AmThe Home of
very feeling of being crushed and over-I erica. Neverti..cless they are equally as
Hart Schaffner &. Marx' Clothes

I

I

I

I
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I

I

I
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I
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I

whelmed
self protection
wb:ea:u~t:if~u~l~a:n:::d~fa:n~tas=:tI:c:_.
_.t>::er~ha~ps~t~h~e~f~l~u~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
an armor ~hat
of draws
bluster,outa incovering
of the I _
"know it all!', a usuperiority complex" if :··;-!-:-:-:-:-:-:..:~ ..:t(-(..:-.:-:..XU:":":"-:••:*<~-:-:":":~
:-:-X"':"':~:-:-:,..:";~:~""-<":~~
you will. It ls, then, the fault of thIs io- 5,:
~
nuence of personalilty or system which ~:
Two places to eat
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